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Quiltworx.com has a layout
for the Prism Table Runner
in Quiltster.com where you

can audition frbrics before
creating your design. To learn
more. visit Ouiltstencom !

E-mail: info@quiltworx.com r
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Binding 3/8
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Visit us on: @ Copyright: February 2020
Pattern: Prism Toble Runner

All rights reserved. No part of this pattern can

be reproduced in any form for any commercial
purpose without the expressed written permission

of Quiltworx.com. The written instructions,
foundation papers, graphics, and photographs for
this pattern were designed as a package forthe
purpose of retail sales and as a result, fall under
the protection of the federal copyright laws of
the United States of America. Extra materials

may be obtained from local quilt shops or directly
Quiltwon.com.
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Add-A,.Quarter Rulen A small ruler with a quarter-inch lip on the

from
been

runner.

the threads. This

lVashout Fabric Glue Stic, Repositionable GIue, and
Glue Pen: I use a water soluble glue stic to adhere the first piece

of fabric to the back side of the foundation paper. Repositionable
glue helps secure templates to fabric during cutting, while still

NP723 3. page being able to easily move and remove them without leaving a

folded back over the pin and still lay flat.

Fold Template! A flat piece of plastic used as

edge while folding

take you straight to the website page. Check the print should be cut to use

template plastic

date on'the hack piece is cut for the 18"

t2" Add-A-Quarter. A3-1f2" by 18"

your

we will either pmt a correction or clarify the

up with the trimmed quarter-inch seam along the folded edge of
the foundation paper.

Right Side of the Paper: The side with all the printing, also

Scotch referred to as the front side.

sewing and a
lUrong Side of the Papen The blank side with no printing,

iterns used to keep your templates,
also referred to as the backside ofthe paper.

are paper clips and binder clips.

Ziploe $toraga Bags; You will need bags, size one gallon, to
cornplete the srganization for the pattern.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

22?' 65"
NOTE - Classes with lnstructors: Be sure to check with your instructor if
you sre taking a closs. Sometimes their suppty lists are specific ta their
teaching program ond vary from the recommendotions above.
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